I. **Organizational Items**
   a. Call to Order - Meeting was called to order by SBO President, Jeremy Cox at 5:09 p.m.
   b. Roll Call -
      Members in attendance: Jeremy Cox, Abigail Solis, Ellen Martinez, Jazz Koehler, MD Ahad, Mekhala Hiriyanna, Michael Wai, and Vanna Wong. Quorum established 8/8.
      Advisors in attendance: Amna Jara and Chris Perez
      Guests in attendance: Alicia Rangel, Jessica Travis, Elle Walders, Johanna Angulo, and Halee Wise
   c. Approval of the Agenda - Agenda approved, no objections
   d. Approval of the Minutes from March 28, 2023 - Minutes approved, no objections

II. **Public Forum**
    This space is reserved for any member of the public to speak on any items not listed on the agenda or any matters of concern under the CCSBO’s jurisdiction. The CCSBO may not take action on these items but could consider adding them to a future agenda for discussion.
    No report

III. **New Business**
    a. Timesheet approval for first term SBO members - Timesheets for the following SBO members were approved without objections:
       Jeremy Cox
       Mekhala Hiriyanna
       Jazz Koehler
       Ellene Martinez
       Abigail Solis
       Md Ahad
       Vanna Wong
    b. Review of SBO accomplishments - Jeremy Cox highlighted all the individual member and SBO successes for the first term (January 2023 - June 2023)
    c. Vote to appoint SBO members for next term
       The following SBO members were approved to serve in the next term (July 1 - December 31, 2023) without objections:
       Jeremy Cox - SBO President
       Mekhala Hiriyanna - SBO Vice President
       Ellen Martinez - Chief Executive Assistant
       Vanna Wong - Commissioner of Alumni Relations
       Michael Wai - Commissioner of External Affairs
       Johanna Angulo - Commissioner of Student Support Services
       Halee Wise - Commissioner of Academic Affairs
       Elizabeth Walders - Commissioner of Academic Affairs
       Alicia Rangel - Commissioner of Academic Affairs
       Melvin Hunte - Events Coordinator
    d. Set first meeting of the new term - All members of the SBO will send Jeremy their availability to determine the first meeting of the term.

IV. **Reports**
    a. Advisor’s Reports - AJ shared her sentiment toward the outgoing and incoming members of the SBO.
    b. SBO President Report - Jeremy shared his message to the first SBO team.
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c. SBO Vice President Report - Mekhala shared her heartfelt message to the SBO and advisors.
d. Member Reports

V. Adjournment - Meeting adjourned at 6:14 p.m.